Killer Cruises

Corpse with the Diamond Hand – Cathy Ace
A Crime of Passion Fruit – Ellie Alexander
Terms of Endearment – Donna Andrews*
  Deep Water – Emma Bamford
  Title Wave – Lorna Barrett*
Cruising in Your Eighties Is Murder –
  Mike Befeler*
Adrift – Lisa Brideau*
Rachel Prince Mysteries – Dawn Brookes*
  Darcy Cavanaugh Cruise Mysteries –
    Candy Calvert
  The Last Cruise – Kate Christensen
Death on the Nile – Agatha Christie*
You Belong to Me – Mary Higgins Clark*
  Killer Knots – Nancy Cohen*
The Holiday Cruise – Victoria Cooke*
  Dark Waters – Susan Cooper*
S'more Murders – Maya Corrigan*
Dead Man Docking – Mary Daheim*
To Davy Jones Below – Carola Dunn*
Rip Your Heart Out – Jeanne Glidewell*
Death by Water – Kerry Greenwood*
The Ex-Husband – Karen Hamilton*
Miss Aldridge Regrets – Louise Hare
Murder Walks the Plank – Carolyn Hart
Death Takes a Passage – Sue Henry*
  Skinny Dip – Carl Hiassen
Shattered at Sea – Cheryl Hollon*
Hula Done It? – Maddy Hunter
Birds of Prey – JA Jance*
Set Sail for Murder – RT Jordan*
Getting Old Is the Best Revenge –
  Rita Lakin*
  Killer Cruise – Laura Levine*
Clutch of Constables – Ngaio Marsh*
  Singing in the Shrouds – Ngaio Marsh*
A Murderous Marriage – Alyssa Maxwell*
  Every Body on Deck – GA McKevett*
    Chorus Lines, Caviar, and Corpses –
      Mary McHugh*
Danger on the Atlantic – Erica Neubauer*
Night Train to Memphis – Elizabeth Peters*
Killers of a Certain Age – Deanna Raybourn*
  Dangerous Crossing – Rachel Rhys*
Cruising for Murder – Susan Sussman*
    Murder of a Needled Knitter –
      Denise Swanson
    Dark Passage – Marcia Talley*
Lying in the Deep – Diana Urban*
  Final Sail – Elaine Viets*
The Woman in Cabin 10 – Ruth Ware*
Huckleberry Finished – Livia Washburn
A Dangerous Engagement –
  Ashley Weaver*
Casey Jones Mysteries – Stella Whitelaw

*Available Libby or Hoopla